Mme. Nhu Not Coming
Father To Speak
On Campus Tuesday

Mme. Nhu has decided not to speak in campus, according to a message she sent to Jack Naiman, president of the International Student Council and one of her roommates.

Mme. Nhu explained that her health is too poor at the moment and that she is not interested in the US campus until after next month because of the current unrest in her native Vietnam.

The decision was made after a meeting with her roommates, including Jack Naiman and another of her roommates.

The International Student Council has organized a series of events to commemorate the commemorations of the protests in Vietnam last spring. This event was to be held Tuesday in the Union Building.

Meanwhile, the United Nations General Assembly unanimously voted Thursday to accept the invitation of the Vietnamese Government to hold an international conference to end the war.

The decision was made after a lengthy debate and consultation with various countries, including those who support the US and those who support the Vietnamese government.

The conference will be held in Geneva, Switzerland, and is expected to be attended by representatives from more than 100 countries.

The conference will discuss the current situation in Vietnam and the need for a peaceful solution to the conflict.

It is hoped that the conference will lead to a negotiated settlement and a return to peace in Vietnam.

Satellites, Accell Back Up Atom Ban

Lord Home Reported Wins Top British Post

Mac OK's Choice Says 'High Source'

Ready To Be Appointed
Prime Minister Immediately

LONDON.—A high government source reported Thursday night that Macmillan had been chosen by the Queen as the new Prime Minister, and that he would be appointed to the post immediately.

The source said that Macmillan had been selected because he was the most appropriate person for the job, and that he would be appointed as soon as possible.

The appointment of Macmillan as Prime Minister is expected to bring a period of stability to the British government, after the recent political turmoil.

The source added that Macmillan would begin his work immediately, and that he would be in touch with the Queen before making any decisions.

Meanwhile, the French government has also announced that it will be appointing a new Prime Minister, and that he will be in touch with the Queen as soon as possible.

The French government has been under pressure to appoint a new Prime Minister, after the recent political turmoil.

The new Prime Minister will be expected to work closely with the French government, and to bring a period of stability to the country.
While we can’t condone the practice of violating University housing rules, we have found that the rule under question (students who are not by the last day of registration cannot live in supervised housing) needs changing.

In addition we are concerned with the way the cases at hand are being handled.

The rule is not new this year since there was some amassment as to just why it seemed to be getting so much publicity this term.

Two factors are involved here: first, the reorganization of the Dean of Students Office has created a post of assistant director for nearly everything imaginable. Where in past years a single housing office handled all of the problems, this year there is a separate director for each problem that arises. Second, violators are discovered almost before they can get the catup off their backs.

Second, the facilities for decent off campus housing suitable to roomed this fall. And coeds, in particular, who before could only find very bad housing in the East Lansing area, decided they would take a chance with the jive in order to drop housing into an overelorved dormitory for the third or fourth time this term.

It was just two years ago that a coed couldn’t live in an unsupervised dwelling until she was 23 years old. However, when their dorm facilities came so cramped that some change was called for, the result of that call was adopted. At the time, the change was generally applauded.

But then came Fall ’62. For the most part, those who broke the rule did so because they were going to be 21 very soon and they didn’t want to bind themselves to a dormitory for the entire year. If dorm contracts had released provisions for those who became 21, this whole problem might not have erupted.

If a policy change like that can’t be made, the least we can do is do something. The rule that such a dormitory can be for unsupervised living. Created the line has been drawn but, as it stands now, you could be 21 for the whole term and not be allowed to live in facilities open to this group.

For these very cases are presently being disposed of, it seems that the offenders, especially the coeds, are offered alternatives that are either unselectable or reasonablishly unacceptale.

Offering students are told they can either move onto campus or find someone to rent a room off-campus. However, the real fact is that dorms for men and women, in too, over-capacity. Nobody should be put into a living unit that wasn’t designed to hold as many as it already has.

This leaves men with the alternative of finding supervised rooming or finding separate living quarters. But women don’t have this alternative there aren’t, for all intents and purposes, any supervised facilities available for coeds in East Lansing.

And so it is going to be, if we put forth the mercy of the barricade here at MSU, that we are happy to report they are exhibiting some— the girls would be forced to move into overrowed rooms.

In the University’s dormitory system, over $7 million was spent on book purchases, and the money was not received by the University. But if the new set of rules was not created until 1960 and the rent is to be made up from the money now resting in the pockets of campus students, it seems that the offenders, especially the coeds, are offered alternatives that are either unselectable or reasonablishly unacceptale.

Second, the facilities for finding supervised rooming are on the way that all we have to do is to put forth the mercy of the barricade here at MSU, that we are happy to report they are exhibiting some— the girls would be forced to move into overrowed rooms.

What is the University’s duty to the coeds who break the rules? If a policy change like that can’t be made, the least we can do is do something.

The rule is not new this year since there was some amassment as to just why it seemed to be getting so much publicity this term.
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Compiles First Dictionary

**Linguist Blazes Krio Trail**

The first dictionary in Krio, one of the major languages of the newly-independent African nation of Sierra Leone, is being compiled by a distinguished linguist. Jack Berry, new member of the faculty at the University of London, is assembling a dictionary of African languages at the university.

A chief language of some 30,000 people in Sierra Leone, Krio is derived largely from English, with some words from French and local languages. "Although some Krio words are readily recognizable, it would be virtually impossible to identify them when spoken," Berry said.

Berry has been accumulating material for the dictionary for about a year. The first phase of the project involves transcribing tapes and surveying Krio informants as a basis for selecting work areas. Since Krio is to be a little over 100 years old and there is a lack of literature and published grammar of the language, "such survey will concern a Krio workpiece, its meaning, distribution and diachronological varieties," Berry said. "Examples of idiomatic and colloquial usage will also be included." Krio, blue and maroon are the colors used by the dictionary.

Berry expects his material to be complete within three years. He plans to visit Sierra Leone, armed with a scholar of the Krio language, to advise and finally conclude the dictionary.

**Small Loans Due**

All small loans borrowed from AIDS's service office between September 1 and October 4 are due Monday, said Marnie Peters, of the service office. Starting Tuesday, loans borrowed October 7 through October 26 are due Monday. 

**Fraternity Blood Drive Begins Monday At Dem Hall**

Alpha Chi Omega's annual blood drive will begin Monday in Dem Hall. A large proportion of the blood is collected in the first phase of the drive, a special drive sponsored by University Sigma and Phi Alpha Pi and Phi Lambda Kappa, is said.

The first phase of the drive will last for 21 days after it is taken, said, and after that the blood is used to create autographs and other derivatez.

**An Engineering Career**

With FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY

Interviews will be held on October 21, 1963 on the campus. See your placement office now for an appointment.

**Manufacturers of Automatic Control Equipment**

**Now In Sears Automotive Department... INSTANT STARTING CHECK-UP**

Shop at Jacobson's: Friday - 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

**Baby Week**

**Coming right on schedule, October 18 through October 26...**

**Baby Week at Jacobson's**

outstanding savings on all of baby's layette needs

**Jacobson's Own Diapers** of high cotton gauze, regularly 3.56 per dozen... doz. 2.80

**Jacobson's Own Crib Sheets** at low white cotton with reinforced fitted corners, regularly 1.96... 1.96

**Pertinet CRIB SHEETS** are available at fitted corners, regularly 1.96.

**Training Pants** of soft white cotton knit, sizes 2-4; regularly 5.50... 2.75

**Sweater Set** of white cotton for boys or girls, regularly 6.30... 3.15

**Diaper Bag** of heavy-quilted printed cotton, regularly 3.96... 2.85

**Shirt 4 to Dots** of whtie cotton knit, sizes 2-4... 2.10

**Chili Blanket** of warm, lightweight, cotton, sizes in pink, yellow, blue, regularly 3.58...

**Convertible Comforter** of warm polyester filled bedspread, sizes 72x82... 4.48

**Napkins** of soft white cotton, regularly 3.96...

**Infant sheets** of white cotton, regularly 4.36...

**Save 20%** on Spark Plugs Plus Sears Best Ignition Tune-up Kits—NOW

**Save on Parts and Labor When You Tune-Up Your Own Car at Home...**

**OR Let Experts Do the Job**

**FISHER GOVERNOR COMPANY**

Marshalltown, Iowa

**Tested**

**Adjusted**

**Checked**

**Start Your Car at Home...**

**No Gas Wasted**

**Instant Starting...**

**See Placement Office for an Appointment**

**GOVERNOR COMPANY**

Sears, Roebuck and Co. Dept. No. 27

**Peace Corps**

 sends its annual record for babies to 1963...

**Acquaintance with Babies**

**Jacobson**

Corner of Ann & M.A.C.

**BEAT INDIANA**

**COME AND SHOP FOR OUR BEAT INDIANA SPECIAL IN MSU SWEATSHIRTS SPARTAN Bookstore**
Swimmers, Hockeyeys Out After First Victories

The women's varsity swimming and hockey teams are back in action this weekend and both are looking for their first wins.

The first swimmers are off at Kent, Ohio, where they'll be against East State University and Blowing Grove in a triangular meet beginning at 7 p.m. Saturday at Michigan's Madness Aquatic Center and Lincoln Aquatic Center.

The swimmers, captained by recent graduate Christine Klinker and Marci Jones, last week won just their opener in the University of Nebraska, Madi.

Coach Ann Chadwick feels that the back in 1959.

The hockey squad also dropped their opener in the Villanova Series, 3-1. Coach Dorothy McKnight regrets a great deal of injury and illness that has hampered their team's winning. An added week of practice for the players is expected to give the team a better start.

The hockey squad will play away against each week of play and will have their home opener on Nov. 2.

Intramural News

Football Results

29-7 Michigan State University 55-41.

In the UM-MSU meet Christine Klinker established a new national record holder Christine Kluter established a new national record holder in the 100-yard freestyle.

The swimmers, co-captained by recent graduate Christine Klinker and Marci Jones, last week won just their opener in the University of Nebraska, Madi.

Coach Ann Chadwick feels that the back in 1959.

The hockey squad also dropped their opener in the Villanova Series, 3-1. Coach Dorothy McKnight regrets a great deal of injury and illness that has hampered their team's winning. An added week of practice for the players is expected to give the team a better start.

The hockey squad will play away against each week of play and will have their home opener on Nov. 2.
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29-7 Michigan State University 55-41.

In the UM-MSU meet Christine Klinker established a new national record holder in the 100-yard freestyle.

The swimmers, co-captained by recent graduate Christine Klinker and Marci Jones, last week won just their opener in the University of Nebraska, Madi.

Coach Ann Chadwick feels that the back in 1959.

The hockey squad also dropped their opener in the Villanova Series, 3-1. Coach Dorothy McKnight regrets a great deal of injury and illness that has hampered their team's winning. An added week of practice for the players is expected to give the team a better start.

The hockey squad will play away against each week of play and will have their home opener on Nov. 2.
Seniors of Week

Union Board Heads Honored

Mary Lou Squires and Dan Riley, Union Board leaders, have been selected members of the Michigan State University Union Board. Miss Squires, board president, was the first student to become a member of the Union, band president, was the Student Services committee chairman last year. This year Marks fourth year on the board.

"My goal," she said, "is to try to encourage the use of the Union. The Union is a benefit to the students. I am working this year to encourage more student participation in the Union." To help achieve her goal, Miss Squires has arranged for a feature film to play at the Union, starting Thursday, October 17th. The film, "MARY MARY," will be shown at the Union at 7:20 p.m.

A co-op houses plan "Wild West" Parties

The Chinese Students To Meet In Union

The Chinese Student Club will hold a social event at 7 p.m. on October 17th. The Club has invited interest in the Chinese culture. The event will be held at the Union, starting at 7 p.m. A Chinese meal will be served during the social hour. This is a great opportunity for students to learn more about Chinese culture.

Phar Lap, the Most Shocking Scandal Paris Ever Saw!
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Shroud Still A Mystery

MSU Prof Will Preach

Lenny Anagnostides, head of the MSU department of Information, will discuss the relationship of science and religion on October 20th, in the framework of the United Methodist Church's Social Action Program (6:30-7:30 PM, Room 300, 1315 Abbott Rd., East Lansing).

Shroud of Turin

Walsh has written the first complete report on the Shroud of Turin, the linen cloth thought by many to be the burial shroud of Jesus Christ. As he said in an interview that he considered the shroud genuine, the manuscript prepared by him for publication has been completed. The document is in the hope that an arrangement now would be made for its publication elsewhere. It is said that he will be able to deal with the question of the authenticity of the shroud.

The shroud claim, which he considers to be the greatest religious relic in the world, is up for grabs. But is it the shroud of Jesus? May this claim be in the interest of the Church. Religious pictures have been taken of it in the past. It seems that the stamp of the authenticity has been made.

The specimen that has been alleged is as good as another. For example, I doubt if many Christians can believe that the shroud of Jesus Christ is a fraud. The idea that it could be the shroud of Jesus Christ is as good as the idea that it could be a copy of another. It is a question of faith and not sincerity and integrity.

To Begin

St. John's Student Parish

Rev. John M. Hofman, Pastor

First Presidential Overture and Clarinet Concert

9:30 & 10:45 a.m.

Evangelical Study Group

9:30 a.m.

University Methodist Church

133 S. Harrison Rd.

Miami, Florida

Mr. William W. Tatum, Minister

RELIGION AT THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

Dr. Glenn Frye, preaching

"IS GOD FAIR?" 

For transportation call 352-8011.

TUESDAY EVEN

First Church of the Nazarene

Central Avenue and Calhoun Street

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Morning Worship Service 11:00 a.m.

ATTENTION UNITED BRETHREN STUDENT

You Are Invited To Attend The SPECIAL SERVICE INVITES YOU

BIBLE SCHOOL

Sunday October 13th 9:30 a.m.

FIRST UNITED BRETHREN CHURCH

520 W. Washington Street

For transportation call 352-8011 or 352-3461.

EDGWOOD UNITED CHURCH

Formerly Edgewood Peotown Church, affiliated with United Church of Christ, Congregational,Disciples, Evangelical, and United Brethren, with Dr. W. T. Smith, Pastor.

500 North Saginaw Road, East Lansing

MAN IN REVOLUTION

Sunday Evening Service, 7:00 p.m.

"MAN IN REVOLUTION" and the theme of personal and spiritual evolution in a modern society.

Call 424-0785 for information.

For further information or a brochure of listing of church events and activities, please call 424-0785 or 353-8120.
Activity Booth Legal, Says SOC President

Activity Booth Legal, says SOC President Dave Le-Butt, Lansing senior.

Earlier this week, Campus Chest Director Ben Taylor said the booth was not cleared with Campus Chest, a requirement for fund-raising drives which get more than $100. The booth's legality was also questioned.

"According to my information," Le-Butt said, "the game was not illegal because it required skill, like carnival games, and no money was involved." He said the booth was not intended to raise funds and need not have been registered with Campus Chest.

"We used a game to draw students to the booth," he said. "Our proceeds were negative."

Dance Saturday
In Wilson Library

A dance for all coeds and only men of Case, Wilson and Wonders will be held 9 p.m. Saturday in Wilson's library.

Free refreshments will be served. Dress is casual.

Babysitters For Game

The Quonset Cooperative Nursery School, at Harrison Road and Willow Lane, will offer babysitting service during Saturday's MSU-Indiana game. Sitters will be available, 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. for children aged two and one half to six.

The cost is $1.50 for the first child and $1 for each additional child from the same family.

Parking space will be available.

For reservations, call Mrs. Stanley Stark, 332-6715.

Dance Saturday
In Wilson Library

A dance for all coeds and only men of Case, Wilson and Wonders will be held 9 p.m. Saturday in Wilson's library.

Free refreshments will be served. Dress is casual.

Sign-Up Continues
For Sorority Rush

Sorority rush sign-up will be held in 39 Student Services today from 1 to 5 p.m. Monday is the last day for signing up.

HILLEL FOUNDATION

Sabbath Services
at Hillel House
Friday 7:30 PM; Saturday 10 AM

SUPPER FORUM
Sunday, Oct. 20 6 PM
Rabbis Philip Frankel will discuss philosophy of Reform Judaism. All are welcome. For ride call ED 2-1916.

Elementary Hebrew classes Tuesdays 4:30 PM

Knapp's own brand.
"Wonder Value" hose

3 ... 2.85

You'll pocket extra savings on the purchase of three pairs of these fine sheers. Full fashioned or seamless in plain knit or micro mesh. Rosetone, and Rhumba, shades. Proportioned for perfect fit in sizes 8 1/2 to 11.

Hansens knit gloves long or short length

Suburban short driving glove with pique sewn imported leather palm, and 100% creelian acrylic knit. Sizes 5-M-L, in beige, black, red, seal brown or white. 1.95. Custom-fit 6-button suburban glove imported leather palm. plain top. 5-M-L in beige, black and appledesse brown. 3.50.